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Abstract

In this paper, we study the analytical properties of a one-side order
book model in which the flows of limit and market orders are Poisson
processes and the distribution of lifetimes of cancelled orders is exponen-
tial. Although simplistic, the model provides an analytical tractability
that should not be overlooked. Using basic results for birth-and-death
processes, we build an analytical formula for the shape (depth) of a con-
tinuous order book model which is both founded by market mechanisms
and very close to empirically tested formulas. We relate this shape to the
probability of execution of a limit order, highlighting a law of conservation
of the flows of orders in an order book. We then extend our model by
allowing random sizes of limit orders, hereby allowing to study the rela-
tionship between the size of the incoming limit orders and the shape of the
order book. Our theoretical model shows that, for a given total volume of
incoming limit orders, the less limit orders are submitted (i.e. the larger
the average size of these limit orders), the deeper is the order book around
the spread. This theoretical relationship is finally empirically tested on
several stocks traded on the Paris stock exchange.

1 Introduction

The limit order book is central to modern electronic financial markets. For any
given stock or financial product, this structure centralizes at any time the bid
and offer of all traders. Orders submitted by traders to a given market place
may be of very different types, depending on the trading rules of the market
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place, the security traded, etc. However, they can generally be categorized in
three main types:

• limit orders: buy orders submitted at a price lower than the current ask
price and sell orders submitted at a price higher than the current bid price;

• market orders: buy and sell orders to be filled instantly, whatever the
price;

• cancel orders: cancellation of a previously submitted limit order now
standing in the order book, i.e. not yet executed.

The combination of the flows of orders of these three types leads to the dynam-
ics of the order book. The characteristics of the order book – among which the
shape and the resilience – roughly define what is commonly understood in mar-
ket microstructure literature as the liquidity (see e.g. Foucault et al. , 2005).
We call ”shape” of the order book the function which for any price gives the
number of shares standing in the order book at that price. We call ”cumulative
shape” up to price p the total quantity offered in the order book between the
best limit and price p. These quantities measure what is sometimes known as
the depth of the order book. In a probabilistic model of the order book in which
the random variable describing the (cumulative) shape admits a stationary dis-
tribution, its expectation with respect to this stationary distribution will be
simply called the average (cumulative) shape.

Understanding the average shape of an order book and its link to the order
flows is not straightforward. Biais et al. (2012) is a pioneer empirical study
of the 40 largest capitalizations of the Paris Bourse (using 1991 data). It is
observed that, at least for the first limits, the shape of the order book is in-
creasing away from the spread. A decade later, and still on the Paris Bourse,
Bouchaud et al. (2002) and Potters & Bouchaud (2003) propose improved re-
sults. It is observed (using 2001 data) that ”the average order book has a
maximum away from the current bid/ask, and a tail reflecting the statistics of
the incoming orders” (hump-shaped limit order book). A power law distribution
is suggested for modelling the decrease of the flow of limit orders away from the
spread. Furthermore, Bouchaud et al. (2002) provides an analytical approxi-
mation to fit the average shape of the order book, that depends on the incoming
flow of limit orders. Gu et al. (2008) confirms the hump-shaped form of the
order book by an empirical study of liquid Chinese stocks (using 2003 data),
but finds an exponential decrease of the average shape as the price increases.
Russell & Kim (2010) also observes the hump-shaped for the US Google stock
(using 2005 data).

More recently, research about optimal execution in an order book and order
book simulations has risen interest in understanding the shape of orders books.
Optimal execution problems deals with the shape of the order book, since a
proxy for the price impact of a trade is the inverse function of the cumulative
shape of the order book (see e.g. Bouchaud et al. , 2009). Therefore, these
problems need an order book shape as input: block-shape has been used in
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toy models, general shapes have recently been considered (Obizhaeva & Wang,
2012; Predoiu et al. , 2011; Alfonsi et al. , 2010). As for order book simulations,
once the flows of orders have been defined, checking the simulated shape is
important in assessing that the model is realistic. A log-normal shape of the
order book has been suggested (Preis et al. , 2006).

Among recent applied probability works answering to this new need for order
book modelling, let us mention the Markovian model of Yudovina (2012) or
the model based on measure-valued processes in Lakner et al. (2013). Note
however that these works do not include any cancellation mechanism, limiting
their immediate practical applicability.

An order book is primarily a complex queueing system. Recent studies
(Cont et al. , 2010; Cont & De Larrard, 2011) build on this observations and use
classical tools from queueing theory such as the computation of Laplace-Stieljes
transforms of distributions of interest. Cont et al. (2010) observes that ”the
average profile of the order book displays a hump [. . . ] that does not result from
any fine-tuning of model parameters or additional ingredients such as correlation
between order flow and past price moves”, but no explicit link between the
average shape and the order flows is made. Our paper hopefully closes this gap.
We start with the simplest queueing system as an order book: we consider a
one-side limit order book model in which limit orders and market orders occur
according to Poisson processes. It is also assumed that all limit orders are
submitted with an exponentially distributed lifetime, i.e. they are cancelled if
they have not been executed some exponential time after their submission. This
starting model is discrete in the sense that the price is an integer, expressed in
number of ticks.

In section 2, this model is described and we show recalling simple results
from queueing theory that this system admits an analytically computable ex-
pected size associated to its stationary distribution. We then develop this into
a continuous model by replacing the finite set of Poisson processes describing
the arrival of limit orders with a spatial Poisson process. The main interest of
the continuous version of the model is to allow easier analytical manipulation
and to describe the frequent case in which the tick size is small compared to
standard variations of prices. We obtain an analytical formula for the average
shape of the continuous order book, that depends explicitly on the arrival rates
of limit, market and cancellation orders. We interpret this shape in terms of the
probability that a submitted limit order is cancelled (as opposed to executed),
introducing a law of conservation of the flows of orders in a Markovian order
book.

In section 3, we compare our analytical formula for the shape of the order
book to the numerical investigations of Smith et al. (2003), and then to the
only (to our knowledge) existing analytical formula for the shape of an order
book available in the literature, proposed by Bouchaud et al. (2002).

Section 4 extends the previous model by allowing for random sizes of limit
orders. We update our analytical formulas in the special case in which the sizes
of limit orders are assumed to be geometrically distributed. Thanks to this
model, we investigate in section 5 the role of the size of limit orders in an order
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book, providing insights on its influence on the order book shape. Few empirical
literature provides insights on the factors that make the average shape of order
books vary. Beltran-Lopez et al. (2009) analyses the variations of order books
on the German Stock Exchange (2004 data) through a principal component
analysis and identifies two main factors that respectively shift and rotate the
shape of the order book. Næs & Skjeltorp (2006) investigates the slope of the
order book around the spread as a function of the traded volume on 108 Nor-
wegian stocks (2001 data) and, among other results, exhibit a positive relation
between the order book depth around the spread and the trading activity: high
trading activity tends to deepen the first limits of an order book. Our model
suggests an influence of the relative size of limit orders, that we empirically test
using 2010 trading data on the Paris Stock Exchange. Section 6 concludes this
work.

2 A link between the flows of order and the

shape of an order book

2.1 The basic queueing system

The aim of this section is to present the basic one-side order book model, discuss
the relevance of its assumptions and recall some results from queueing theory
in the context of this order book model. Let us consider a one-side order book
model, i.e. a model in which all limit orders are ask orders, and all market
orders are buy orders. Bid price is assumed to be constantly equal to zero,
and consequently spread and ask price are identically equal. From now on, this
quantity will be simply refered to as the price. Let p(t) denote the price at
time t. {p(t), t ∈ [0 ∈ ∞)} is a continuous-time stochastic process with value
in the discrete set {1, . . . ,K}. In other words, the price is given in number
of ticks. Let ∆ be the tick size, such that the price range of the model in
currency is actually {∆, . . . ,K∆}. For realistic modelling and empirical fitting
performance, one may assume that the maximum price K is chosen very large,
but in fact it will soon be obvious that this upper bound does not affect in any
way the order book for lower prices. For all i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, (ask) limit orders at
price i are submitted according to a Poisson process with parameter λi. These
processes as assumed to be mutually independent, so that the number of orders
submitted at prices q . . . , r is a Poisson process with parameter λq→r defined as

λq→r =
r
∑

i=q

λi. All limit orders standing in the book may be cancelled. It is

assumed that the time intervals between submission and cancellation form a set
of mutually independent random variables identically distributed according to
an exponential distribution with parameter θ > 0. Finally, (buy) market orders
are submitted at random times according to a Poisson process with parameter
µ. Note that all orders are assumed to be of unit size. This restriction will be
dropped in sections 4 et sq.
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Let us comment here on the model specification. Firstly, paremeter θ is
difficult to grasp empirically, and the use, for our analytical purposes, of the
unconditional exponential distribution is rough. Challet & Stinchcombe (2001)
finds a power-law distribution for this quantity, confirmed in Chakraborti et al.
(2011). It seems plausible that the lifetime of limit orders that are cancelled in
an order book varies with the distance between the order price and the current
ask price, among many other parameters. Mike & Farmer (2008) outperforms
the basic exponential model with an empirically-defined three-parameter can-
cellation model, too complex to be analytically used here. Secondly, as for the
limit and market orders, several empirical studies show that the Poisson pro-
cesses do not reflect the complexity of the order flows. Complex point processes
have been suggested to model the interactions between the order flows, and the
consequent resilience of the order book (e.g. Large, 2007; Muni Toke, 2011). We
however focus on a order flows as Poisson processes in order to keep as much an-
alytical tractability as possible. Thirdly, focusing on a one-side limit order book
answers to the same need for simplicity. Such models are often considered in
optimal execution papers (e.g. Obizhaeva & Wang, 2012; Predoiu et al. , 2011;
Alfonsi et al. , 2010) or in empirical papers (e.g. Bouchaud et al. , 2002) where
a bid/ask symmetry is assumed. Our specification is equivalent to a two-side
model with an infinite-volume limit bid order standing in the book at price
0. This situation could be found on a market where several sellers would make
continuous-time offers that may be cancelled to a single-buyer that alone decides
when to buy. Note also that our toy model is a half-book of the double-side book
studied by Cont et al. (2010). Finally, despite these very simple specifications,
we will obtain general flexible order shapes that are both empirically valid and
founded by market mechanisms.

Let {L1→k(t), t ∈ [0,∞)} be the stochastic process representing the number
of limit orders at prices 1, . . . , k standing in the order book at time t. L1→k is
thus the cumulative shape of the order book in our model. L1→k can be viewed
as a birth-death process with birth rate λ1→k et death rate µ + nθ in state n
; it may equivalently be viewed as the size of a M/M/1 +M queueing system
with arrival rate λ1→k, service rate µ and reneging rate θ (see e.g. (Feller,
1968, Chapter XVII) or (Brémaud, 1999, Chapter 8) among many textbook
references). This queueing system will now be refered to as the 1 → k queueing
system. L1→k admits a stationary distribution π1→k(·) as soon as θ > 0. Using
the formalism of the infinitesimal generator:

A =











−λ1→k λ1→k 0 0 0 . . .
µ+ θ −(λ1→k + µ+ θ) λ1→k 0 0 . . .
0 µ+ 2θ −(λ1→k + µ+ 2θ) λ1→k 0 . . .
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .











,

(1)
this stationary probability π1→k is classically obtained and written for all n ∈
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N
∗:

π1→k(n) = π1→k(0)
n
∏

i=1

λ1→k

µ+ iθ
, (2)

and setting

∞
∑

n=0

π(n) = 1 gives:

π1→k(0) =

(

∞
∑

n=1

n
∏

i=1

λ1→k

µ+ iθ

)−1

. (3)

Introducing the normalized parameters ν1→k =
λ1→k

θ
and δ =

µ

θ
, and after

some simplifications, we write for all n ∈ N:

π1→k(n) =
e−ν1→kνδ1→k

δΓν1→k
(δ)

n
∏

i=1

ν1→k

i+ δ
, (4)

where Γy is the lower incomplete version of the Euler gamma function:

Γy : R+ → R, x 7→

∫ y

0

tx−1e−tdt. (5)

Now, since the price is equal to k if and only if the ”1 → k−1” queueing system
is empty and the ”1 → k” system is not, we may state that in the one-side order
book model, the stationary distribution πp of the price p is written:

πp(1) = 1−
e−ν1→kνδ1→k

δΓν1→k
(δ)

, (6)

and for all k ∈ {2, . . . ,K},

πp(k) =
e−ν1→k−1νδ1→k−1

δΓν1→k−1
(δ)

−
e−ν1→kνδ1→k

δΓν1→k
(δ)

. (7)

Using previous results, the average size E[L1→k] of the ”1 → k” queueing system
is easily computed. From equation (4), we can write after some simplifications:

E[L1→k] = ν1→k −
Γν1→k

(1 + δ)

Γν1→k
(δ)

. (8)

Let Lk = L1→k − L1→k−1 be the number of orders in the book at price k ∈
{1, . . . ,K}. Then the average shape of the order book at price k is obviously :

E[Lk] = νk −

(

Γν1→k
(1 + δ)

Γν1→k
(δ)

−
Γν1→k−1

(1 + δ)

Γν1→k−1
(δ)

)

. (9)
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2.2 A continuous extension of the basic model

In order to facilitate the comparison with existing results, we derive a contin-
uous version of the previous toy model. Price is now assumed to be a positive
real number. Mechanisms for market orders and cancellations are identical:
unit-size market orders are submitted according to a Poisson process with rate
µ, and standing limit orders are cancelled after some exponential random time
with paramter θ. As for the submission of limit orders, the mechanism is now
slightly modified: since the price is continuous, instead of a finite set of homo-
geneous Poisson processes indexed by the number of ticks k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, we
now consider a spatial Poisson process on the positive quadrant R2

+. Let λ(p, t)
be a non-negative function denoting the intensity of the spatial Poisson process
modelling the arrival of limit orders, the first coordinate representing the price,
the second one the time (see e.g. Privault, 2013, Chapter 12 for a textbook in-
troduction on the construction of spatial Poisson processes). As in the discrete
case, this process is assumed to be time-homogeneous, and it is hence assumed
that price and time are separable. Let hλ : R+ → R+ denote the spatial in-
tensity function of the random events, i.e. limit orders. Then, λ(p, t) = αhλ(p)
is the intensity of the spatial Poisson process representing the arrival of limit
orders.

We recall that in this framework, for any p1 < p2 ∈ [0,∞), the number of
limit orders submitted at a price p ∈ [p1, p2] is a homogeneous Poisson process

with intensity

∫ p2

p1

λ(p, t) dp = α

∫ p2

p1

hλ(p) dp. Furthermore, if p1 < p2 < p3 <

p4 on the real positive half-line, then the number of limit orders submitted in
[p1, p2] and [p3, p4] form two independent Poisson processes.

Now, let L([0, p]) be the random variable describing the cumulative size of
our new order book up to price p ∈ R+. Given the preceding remarks, L([0, p])
is, as in the previous section, the size of a M/M/1 +M queueing system with

arrival rate α

∫ p

0

hλ(u) du, service rate µ and reneging rate θ. Using the results

of section 2.1, we obtain from equation (8):

E[L([0, p])] =

∫ p

0

h(u) du− f

(

δ,

∫ p

0

h(u) du

)

, (10)

where we have defined h(u) =
αhλ(u)

θ
and :

f(x, y) =
Γy(1 + x)

Γy(x)
. (11)

From now on, H(p) =

∫ p

0

h(u) du will be the (normalized) arrival rate of limit

orders up to price p, and B(p) = E[L([0, p])] will be the average cumulative

shape of the order book up to price p. Then b(p) =
dB(p)

dp
will be the average
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shape of the order book (per price unit, not cumulative). Straightforward differ-
entiation of equation (10) and some terms rearrangements lead to the following
proposition.

Proposition 1. In a continuous order book with homogeneous Poisson arrival
of market orders with intensity µ, spatial Poisson arrival of limit orders with
intensity αhλ(p), and exponentially distributed lifetimes of non-executed limit
orders with parameter θ, the average shape of the order book b is computed for
all p ∈ [0,∞) by:

b(p) = h(p)
[

1− δ (gδ ◦H) (p)
[

1− δH−1(p) [1− (gδ ◦H) (p)]
]]

, (12)

where

gδ(y) =
e−yyδ

δΓy(δ)
. (13)

Let us give a few comments on the average shape we obtain. Firstly, note
that by identification to equation (4), observing that π1→k(0) = gδ(ν1→k) in the
discrete model, gδ(H(p)) is to be interpreted as the probability that the order
book is empty up to a price p. Secondly, note that letting δ → 0 in equation (12)
gives b(p) → h(p) (cf. lim

δ→0
gδ(y) = e−y). Indeed, if there were no market orders,

then the average shape of the order book would be equal to the normalized
arrival rates. Thirdly, as p → ∞, we have b(p) ∼ k h(p) for some constant k.
This leads to our main comment, which we state as the following proposition.

Proposition 2. The shape of the order book b(p) can be written as:

b(p) = h(p)C(p), (14)

where C(p) is the probability that a limit order submitted at price p will be
cancelled before being executed.

This proposition translates a law of conservation of the flows of orders : the
shape of the order book is exactly the fraction of arriving limit orders that will
be cancelled. The difference between the flows of arriving limit orders and the
order book is exactly the fraction of arriving limit orders that will be executed.

The proof is straightforward. Indeed, in the 1 → k queueing system, the
average number of limit orders at price k that are cancelled per unit time is
θE[Lk] (θE[L1→k] is the reneging rate of 1 → k queue using queueing system
vocabulary). Therefore, the fraction of cancelled orders at price k over arriving

limit orders at price k, per unit time, is Ck =
θE[Lk]

λk

. Using equation (9) and

some straightforward computations, the fraction Ck of limit orders submitted
at price k which are cancelled is:

Ck = 1−
δ

νk
(gδ(ν1→k−1)− gδ(ν1→k)) . (15)

8



Therefore, in the continuous model up to price p ∈ R+ with average cumulative
shape B(p), the fraction of limit orders submitted at a price in [p, p+ ǫ] which
are cancelled is written:

1−
δ

H(p+ ǫ)−H(p)
(gδ(H(p))− gδ(H(p+ ǫ))) . (16)

By letting, ǫ → 0, we obtain that the fraction C(p) of limit orders submitted at
price p ∈ R+ which are cancelled is :

C(p) = 1− δg′δ(H(p)) = 1− δ(gδ ◦H)(p)

(

1−
δ

H(p)
(1− (gδ ◦H)(p))

)

, (17)

which gives the final result.
This law of conservations of the flows of orders explains the relationship

between the shape of the order book and the flows of arrival of limit orders.
For high prices, two cases are to be distinguished. On the one hand, if the total
arrival rate of limit orders is a finite positive constant α (for example when
hλ is a probability density function on [0,+∞), in which case lim

p→+∞

H(p) =
∫

∞

0

λ(u, t) du = α ∈ R
∗

+), then, the proportionality constant between the shape

of the order book b(p) and the normalized limit order flow h(p) is, as p → +∞,
C∞ defined as:

C∞ = lim
p→∞

C(p) = 1− δgδ(α)

(

1−
δ

α
(1− gδ(α))

)

< 1. (18)

In such as case, the shape of the order book as p → +∞ is proportional to the
normalized rate of arrival of limit orders h(p), but not equivalent. The fraction
of cancelled orders does not tend to 1 as p → +∞, i.e. market orders play a role
even at high prices. On the other hand, in the case where lim

p→+∞

H(p) = ∞,

then very high prices are not reached by market orders, and the tail of the
order book behaves exactly as if there were no market orders: b(p) ∼ h(p) as
p → +∞. We may remark here that there exists an empirical model for the
probability of execution F (p) = 1 − C(p) in Mike & Farmer (2008). In this
model, it is assumed to be the complementary cumulative distribution function
of a Student distribution with parameter s = 1.3. As such, it is decreasing
towards 0 as p−s. In our model however, it is exponentially decreasing, and, in
view of the previous discussion, does not necessarily tends towards 0.

3 Comparison to existing results on the shape

of the order book

The model presented in section 2 belongs to the class of ”zero-intelligence”
Markovian order book models: all order flows are independent Poisson processes.
Although very simple, it turns out it replicates the shapes of the order book
usually obtained in previous empirical and numerical studies, as we will now
see.
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3.1 Numerically simulated shape in Smith et al. (2003)

A first result on the shape of the order book is provided in Smith et al. (2003),
on figures 3a) and 3b). These figures are obtained by numerical simulation of
an order book model very similar to the one presented in section 2, where all
order flows are Poisson processes: market orders are submitted are rate µS with
size σS , limit orders are submitted with the same size at rate αS per unit price
on a grid with tick size dpS , and all orders are removed randomly with constant
probability δS per unit time. (We have indexed all variables with an S to
differentiate them from our own notations). Figures 3a) and 3b) in Smith et al.

(2003) are obtained for different values of a ”granularity” parameter ǫS ∝
δSσS

µS

.

It is observed that, when ǫS gets larger, the average book becomes deeper close
to the spread, and thinner for higher prices.

Using our own notations, ǫS actually reduces to
1

δ
, i.e. the inverse of the

normalized rate of arrival of limit orders. Using Smith et al. (2003)’s assump-
tion that limit orders arrive at constant rate αS per unit price and unit time,
we obtain in our model λ(p, t) = αS , i.e. H(p) = αSp. On figure 1, we plot the
average shapes and cumulative shapes of the order book given at equations (12)
and (10) with this H . It turns out that when δ varies, our basic model indeed
reproduces precisely figure 3a) and 3b) of Smith et al. (2003). Therefore we
are able to analytically describe the shapes that were only numerically obtained.
These shapes can be straightforwardly obtained with different regimes of market
orders in our basic model: when the arrival rates of market orders increases (i.e.
when ǫS increases), all other things being equal, the average shape of the order
book is thinner for lower prices.

3.2 Empirical and analytical shape in Bouchaud et al.

(2002)

We now give two more examples of order book shapes obtained with equation
(12) of proposition 1. We successively consider two types of normalized intensi-
ties of arrival rates of limit orders:

• exponentially decreasing with the price: h(u) = αβe−βu ;

• power-law decreasing with the price: h(u) = α(γ − 1)(1 + u)−γ , γ > 1.

The first case is the one observed on Chinese stocks by Gu et al. (2008). The
second case is the one suggested in an empirical study by Bouchaud et al.
(2002), in which γ ≈ 1.5 − 1.7. Moreover, the latter paper provides the only
analytical formula previoulsy proposed (to our knowledge) linking the order
flows and the average shape of a limit order book: Bouchaud et al. (2002)
derives an analytical formula from a zero-intelligence model by assuming that
the price process is diffusive with diffusion constant D. Using our notations,
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Figure 1: Shape (top panel) and cumulative shape (bottom panel) of the order
book computed using equations (12) and (10) with h(p) = α, α = 8 and δ = 1
(full line), δ = 2 (dashed), δ = 6 (dotdashed), δ = 16 (dotted). Note that results
are scaled on the same dimensionless axes used in Smith et al. (2003).
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Figure 2: Comparison of the shapes of the order book in our model (black curves)
and using the formula proposed by Bouchaud et al. (2002) (red curves), for
three cases of limit order arrival rates, exponential (dotted), power-law (dashed).
For the red curves, coefficients D is respectively 0.30 and 0.40.

their average order book, denoted here bBP , is for any p ∈ (0,∞):

bBP (p) ∝ e−σp

∫ p

0

hλ(u) sinh(σu) du+ sinh(σp)

∫

∞

p

hλ(u)e
−σu du, (19)

with σ =

√

D

2θ
.

We plot the shape of Bouchaud et al. (2002) for the two types of normalized
arrival rates of limit orders previously mentionned. D is the only variable that is
not directly available in our model. In all cases, we use as a proxy the standard
deviation of the price in our model, obtained by numerical simulation1. Note
also that the formula (19) is defined up to a multiplicative constant that we
arbitrarily (and roughly) fix such that the maximum offered with respect to the
price in our model approximately corresponds to the maximum of equation (19).
Results are plotted in figure 2, and numerical values given in caption. It turns
out that our model (12) and equation (19) provide remarkably similar order
book shapes. Since equation (19) has been successfully tested with empirical
data in Bouchaud et al. (2002), figure 2 provides a good hint that the shape (12)
should provide very good empirical fittings as well. As p → ∞, both formulas
lead to a shape b(p) decreasing as the arrival rate of limit orders h(p), which
was already observed in Bouchaud et al. (2002), and discussed here in section
2. The main difference between the shapes occurs as p → 0. Equation (19)
imposes that bBP = 0, whereas the result (12) allows a more flexible behaviour

1We use the numerical simulations for the ease of use, but one may also analytically
compute the standard deviation of the price in the model using equations (6) and (7).
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with b(0) =
h(0)

1 + δ
, a quantity that depends on the three types of order flows.

The fact that bBP does not depend directly on the flows of market orders, but
only through the constant D is probably the source the different behaviours in
that case.

4 A model with varying sizes of limit orders

We now allow for random sizes of limit orders in our model. As in section 2, we
start by describing the basic model as a queueing system, and then extend it to
the case of a continuous price.

Let us recall that we deal with a one-side order book model, i.e. a model
in which all limit orders are ask orders, and all market orders are bid orders.
Let p(t) denote the price at time t. {p(t), t ∈ [0 ∈ ∞)} is a continuous-time
stochastic process with value in the discrete set {1, . . . ,K}, i.e. the price is
given in number of ticks. For all i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, (ask) limit orders at price i are
submitted according to a Poisson process with parameter λi. These processes as
assumed to be mutually independent, so that the number of orders submitted
at prices between q and r (included) is a Poisson process with parameter λq→r

defined as λq→r =

r
∑

i=q

λi.

The contribution of this section is to allow for random sizes of limit orders,
instead of having unit-size limit orders as in the basic model of section 2. We
assume that all the sizes of limit orders are independent random variables. We
also assume that the sizes of limit orders submitted at a given price are identi-
cally distributed, but we allow this distribution to vary depending on the price.
For a given price k ∈ N

∗, let gkn, n ∈ N
∗, denote the probability that a limit

order at price k is of size n. Let gk denote the mean size of a limit order at
price k, which is assumed to be finite. It is a well known property of the Poisson
process to state that the rate of arrival of limit orders of size n at price i is λig

i
n,

hence the rate of arrival of limit orders of size n with a price lower or equal to

k is

k
∑

i=1

λig
i
n. Similarly, the probability that a limit order with a price lower or

equal to k is of size n is g1→k
n =

k
∑

i=1

λi

λ1→k

gin. Let g1→k =

k
∑

i=1

λi

λ1→k

gi denote

the mean size of a limit order with price up to k.
Mechanism for cancellation is unchanged: all limit orders standing in the

book may be cancelled. Note however that a limit order is not cancelled all at
once, but unit by unit (i.e. share by share). It is assumed that the time inter-
vals between the submission of a limit order and the cancellation of one share
of this order form a set of mutually independent random variables identically
distributed according to an exponential distribution with parameter θ > 0. Fi-
nally, (buy) market orders are submitted at random times according to a Poisson
process with parameter µ. All market orders are assumed to be of unit size.
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As in section 2, let {L1→k(t), t ∈ [0,∞)} be the stochastic process represent-
ing the number of limit orders at prices 1, . . . , k standing in the order book at
time t.L1→k is thus the cumulative shape of the order book in our model. It
can be viewed as the size of a MX/M/1+M queueing system with bulk arrival
rate λ1→k, bulk volume distribution (g1→k

n )n∈N∗ , service rate µ and reneging
rate θ (see e.g. Chaudhry & Templeton (1983) for queueing systems with bulk
arrivals). The infinitisemal generator of the process L1→k is thus written:















−λ1→k λ1→kg
1→k
1 λ1→kg

1→k
2 λ1→kg

1→k
3 λ1→kg

1→k
4 . . .

µ+ θ −(λ1→k + µ+ θ) λ1→kg
1→k
1 λ1→kg

1→k
2 λ1→kg

1→k
3 . . .

0 µ+ 2θ −(λ1→k + µ+ 2θ) λ1→kg
1→k
1 λ1→kg

1→k
2 . . .

0 0 µ+ 3θ −(λ1→k + µ+ 3θ) λ1→kg
1→k
1 . . .

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .















.

(20)
The stationary distribution π1→k = (π1→k

n )n∈N of L1→k hence satisfies the
following system of equations:











0 = −λ1→kπ
1→k
0 + (µ+ θ)π1→k

1 ,

0 = −(λ1→k + µ+ nθ)π1→k
n + (µ+ (n+ 1)θ)π1→k

n+1 +

n
∑

i=1

λ1→kg
1→k
i π1→k

n−i , (n ≥ 1),

(21)
which can be solved by introducing the probability generating functions. Let

Π1→k(z) =
∑

n∈N

π1→k
n zn and G1→k(z) =

∑

n∈N∗

g1→k
n zn. Let us also introduce the

normalized parameters

δ =
µ

θ
and ν1→k =

λ1→k

θ
. (22)

By multiplicating the n-th line by zn and summing, the previous system leads
to the following differential equation:

d

dz
Π1→k(z) +

(

δ

z
− ν1→kH

1→k(z)

)

Π1→k(z) =
δ

z
π1→k
0 , (23)

where we have set H1→k(z) =
1−G1→k(z)

1− z
. This equation is straightforwardly

solved to obtain:

Π1→k(z) = z−δδπ1→k
0 eν1→k

∫
z

0
H1→k(u) du

∫ z

0

vδ−1e−ν1→k

∫
v

0
H1→k(u) du dv, (24)

and the condition Π1→k(1) = 1 leads to

π1→k
0 =

(

δ

∫ 1

0

vδ−1eν1→k

∫
1
v
H1→k(u) du dv

)−1

, (25)
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which by substituting in the general solution gives:

Π1→k(z) = z−δ

∫ z

0
vδ−1eν1→k

∫
z

v
H1→k(u) du dv

∫ 1

0 vδ−1eν1→k

∫
1
v
H1→k(u) du dv

. (26)

Now, turning back to the differential equation (23), then taking the limit when
z tends increasingly to 1 and using basic properties of probability generating

function (lim
z→1
t<1

Π1→k(z) = 1, lim
z→1
t<1

d

dz
Π1→k(z) = E[L1→k] and lim

z→1
t<1

H1→k(z) =

g1→k), we obtain the result stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 3. In the discrete one-side order book model with Poisson arrival
at rate µ of unit size market orders, Poisson arrival of limit orders with rate λk

at price k and random size with distribution (gkn)n∈N∗ on N
∗, and exponential

lifetime of non-executed limit orders with parameters θ, the average cumulative
shape of the order book up to price k is given by:

E[L1→k] = ν1→kg1→k − δ +

(∫ 1

0

vδ−1eν1→k

∫
1
v
H1→k(u) du dv

)−1

. (27)

Note that by taking the sizes of all limit orders to be equal to 1, i.e. by
setting gk1 = 1 and gkn = 0, n ≥ 2, equation (27) reduces to equation (8) of
section 2, as expected.

We now introduce a specification of the model where the sizes of limit orders
are geometrically distributed with parameter q ∈ (0, 1) and independent of the
price, i.e. for any price k ∈ N

∗, gkn = (1−q)n−1q. This specification is empirically
founded, as it has been observed that the exponential distribution may be a
rough continuous approximation of the distribution of the sizes of limit orders
(see e.g. Chakraborti et al. , 2011). Since the distribution is independent of the
price, then for any price k ∈ N

∗, g1→k
n = (1 − q)n−1q. This straightfowardly

gives H1→k(z) =
1

1− (1 − q)z
and with some computations we obtain:

E[L1→k] =
ν1→k

q
− δ +

δq
ν1→k
1−q

2F1(δ,
−ν1→k

1−q
, 1 + δ, 1− q)

, (28)

where 2F1 is the ordinary hypergeometric function (see e.g. Seaborn, 1991, chap-
ter 2).

Now, following the idea presented in section 2, we consider an order book
with a continuous price, in which limit orders ar submitted according to a spatial
Poisson process with intensity λ(p, t) = αhλ(p). Recall that hλ is assumed to be
a real non-negative function with positive support, denoting the spatial intensity
of arrival rates, i.e. the function such that the number of limit orders submitted
in the order book in the price interval [p1, p2] is a homogeneous Poisson process

with rate

∫ p2

p1

αhλ(u) du. Using notations defined in section 2, the cumulative
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shape at price p ∈ [0,+∞) of this continuous order book is thus:

B(p) =
1

q
H(p)− δ +

δq
H(p)
1−q

2F1(δ,
−H(p)
1−q

, 1 + δ, 1− q)
, (29)

which can be derived to obtain the average shape b(p) of the order book, which
we state in the following proposition.

Proposition 4. In a continuous one-side order book with homogeneous Poisson
arrival of unit-size market orders with intensity µ, spatial Poisson arrival of
limit orders intensity αhλ(p), geometric distribution of the sizes of limit orders
with parameter q, and exponentially distributed lifetimes of non-executed limit
orders with parameter θ, the average shape of the order book b is computed for
all p ∈ [0,∞) by:

b(p) =
h(p)

q
+

d

dp

(

δq
H(p)
1−q

2F1(δ,
−H(p)
1−q

, 1 + δ, 1− q)

)

. (30)

5 Influence on the size of limit orders on the
shape of the order book

We now use the results of section 4 to investigate the influence of the size of
the limit orders on the shape of the order book. Recall that market orders are
submitted at rate µ with size 1, that non-executed limit orders are cancelled
share by share after a random time with exponential distribution with parameter
θ, and that the distribution of the sizes of limit orders is a geometric distribution

with parameter q (i.e. with mean
1

q
). The first subsection details the influence

of the parameter q on the theoretical shape of the order book. The second one
provides empirical evidence confirming the findings of our model.

5.1 The order book shape as a function of the average size
of limit orders

In a first example, we assume that the normalized intensity of arrival of limit

orders h is constant (i.e. as in Smith et al. , 2003) and equal to
α

q
. Note that

when q varies, the mean total volume V (p) of arriving limit orders up to price
p per unit time remains constant:

V (p) = q

∫ p

0

h(u) du = pα. (31)

In other words, when q decreases, limit orders are submitted with larger sizes in
average, but less often, keeping the total submitted volumes constant. The first
remarkable observation is that, although the mean total volumes of limit and
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market orders are constant, the shape of the order book varies widely with q. On
figure 3, we plot the shape b(p) defined at equation (30), and cumulative shape
defined at equation (29), of an order book with arriving volumes of limit orders
as in equation (31). With the chosen numerical values, the average volume of
one limit order ranges from approximately 1 (q = 0.99) to 20 (q = 0.05). It
appears that when q decreases, the shape of the order book increases for lower
prices. In other words, the larger the size of arriving limit orders is, the deeper
is the order book around the spread, all other things being equal.

We observe that figure 3 here is similar to figure 1 here and figure 3 in
Smith et al. (2003). However, volumes of limit and market orders are equal
in the two latter cases, and we have shown in section 3 that these different
shapes can actually be obtained with different regimes of market orders, but
equal sizes of market and limit orders: when the arrival rates of market orders
increases, all other things being equal, the average shape of the order book
is thinner for lower prices. This observation does not depend on the relative
volumes of limit orders and market orders. Therefore, the observation made
now is different. In similar trading regimes where the mean total volume of
limit and market orders are equal, we highlight the influence of the relative
volume of limit orders (compared to unit market orders) on the order book
shape: the smaller the average size of limit orders, the shallower the order book
close to the spread.

We provide a second exemple of the phenomenon by assuming that the in-
tensity of incoming limit orders exhibits a power-law decrease with the price, as
tested in section 3 to compare to the analytical shape provided in Bouchaud et al.
(2002). We thus have now h(p) = q−1α(γ − 1)(1 + p)−γ . There again, when q
varies, the average total volume of incoming limit orders up to price p remains

constant and equal to α(γ − 1)

∫ p

0

(1 + u)−γ du = α(1 − (1 + p)1−γ). Figure

4 plots the shape of the order book with these characteristics, when q varies.
The observed phenomenon is equally clear with this more realistic distribution
of incoming limit orders: the order book deepens at the first limits when the
average volume of limit orders increases, the total volume of limit orders and
unit-size market orders submitted being constant.

Finally, one might remark that, by assuming unit-size market orders, our
model with geometric distribution of limit orders’ sizes does not predict the
order book shape in the case where the average size of limit orders is smaller
than the average size of market orders. In fact, it will now appear that this case
has never been empirically encountered in our data: the average size of limit
orders is always in our sample greater than the average size of market orders.

5.2 Empirical results

We end this paper with an empirical study providing some evidence of the pre-
vious results. We use Thomson-Reuters tick-by-tick data for fourteen stocks
traded on the Paris stock exchange, from January 4th, 2010 to February 22nd,
2010. The fourteen stocks under investigation are: Air Liquide (AIRP.PA,
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Figure 3: Shape of the order book as computed in equation (30) (top) and
cumulative shape of the order book as computed in equation (29) (bottom)

with δ = 10, h(p) =
α

qK
1(0,K), α = 40, K = 8, and q = 0.99 (lower full line at

0), q = 0.5 (dotted), q = 0.25 (dotdashed), q = 0.10 (dashed), q = 0.05 (upper
full line at 0)
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Figure 4: Shape of the order book as computed in equation (30) with δ = 10,
h(p) = q−1α(γ − 1)(1 + p)−γ , α = 40 γ = 1.6, and q = 0.99 (lower full line at
0), q = 0.5 (dotted), q = 0.25 (dotdashed), q = 0.10 (dashed), q = 0.05 (upper
full line at 0).

chemicals), Alstom (ALSO.PA, transport and energy), Axa (AXAF.PA, in-
surance), BNP Paribas (BNPP.PA, banking), Bouygues (BOUY.PA, construc-
tion, telecom and media), Carrefour (CARR.PA, retail distribution), Danone
(DANO.PA, milk and cereal products), Lagardère (LAGA.PA, media), Miche-
lin (MICP.PA, tires manufacturing), Peugeot (PEUP.PA, vehicles manufactur-
ing), Renault (RENA.PA, vehicles manufacturing), Sanofi (SASY.PA, health-
care), Vinci (SGEF.PA, construction and engineering), Ubisoft (UBIP.PA, video
games). All these stocks except Ubisoft were included in the CAC 40 French
index in January and February 2010, i.e. they are among the largest market cap-
italizations and most liquid stocks on the Paris stock exchange (see descriptive
statistics below).

All movements on the first 10 limits of the ask side and the bid side of the
order book are available, which allows us to reconstruct the evolution of the
first limits of the order book during the day. Each trading day is divided into
12 thirty-minute intervals from 10am to 4pm. We obtain T = 391 intervals for
each stock2. For each interval t = 1, . . . , T , and for each stock k = 1, . . . , 14,
we compute the total number of limit orders Nλ

k,t and market orders Nµ
k,t and

the average sizes of limit orders V λ
k,t and market orders V µ

k,t. Table 1 gives the
average number of orders and their volumes (the overline denotes the average

over the time intervals: N
µ

k =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

Nµ
k,t, and similarly for other quantities).

2Three and a half days of trading are missing or with incomplete information in our dataset:
January 15th, the morning of January 21st, February 18th and 19th.
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Stock k N
µ
k

V
µ
k

Nλ
k

V λ
k

(min, max) (min, max) (min, max) (min, max)
AIRP.PA 290.9 108.2 4545.4 205.4

59 1015 60.2 236.9 972 24999 153.6 295.7
ALSO.PA 349.7 181.3 5304.2 289.2

68 1343 75.7 310.8 817 31861 234.5 389.6
AXAF.PA 521.8 535.6 4560.6 876.6

119 2169 311.4 1037.4 1162 20963 603.4 1648.3
BNPP.PA 773.7 203.1 6586.0 277.6

160 4326 113.1 379.5 946 42939 189.2 518.7
BOUY.PA 218.3 227.4 4544.5 369.7

38 1021 113.1 421.9 652 25546 274.5 475.2
CARR.PA 309.5 275.3 4391.4 513.3

49 1200 156.1 517.3 813 14752 380.8 879.6
DANO.PA 385.7 214.4 4922.1 393.1

86 2393 112.6 820.3 1372 18186 286.1 537.4
LAGA.PA 140.8 201.5 3429.0 338.2

22 544 87.2 376.8 632 11319 219.0 504.0
MICP.PA 301.2 137.9 5033.5 240.7

45 1114 74.4 235.4 1012 23799 178.0 315.1
PEUP.PA 294.9 333.2 3790.6 536.7

57 1170 159.1 657.7 967 14053 316.8 828.3
RENA.PA 463.2 266.9 4957.6 384.3

103 1500 133.7 477.2 1383 27851 283.1 539.8
SASY.PA 494.0 241.4 4749.1 421.2

106 1722 128.7 511.7 986 22373 311.1 670.2
SGEF.PA 366.1 188.4 5309.9 353.4

70 1373 107.7 452.3 983 21372 274.2 515.1
UBIP.PA 153.3 384.9 1288.9 754.0

18 998 198.4 675.1 240 7078 451.4 1121.0

Table 1: Basic statistics on the number of orders and the average volumes of
orders per 30-minute time interval for each stock.

The lowest average activity is observed on UBIP.PA and LAGA.PA (which are
the only two stocks in the sample with less than 200 market orders and 4000 limit
orders in average). The highest activity is observed on BNPP.PA (which is the
only stock with more than 600 market orders and 6000 limit orders in average).
The smallest sizes of orders are observed on AIRP.PA (108.25 and 205.4 for
market and limit orders), and the largest sizes are observed on AXA.PA (535.6
and 876.6 for market and limit orders).

We also compute the average cumulative order book shape at 1 to 10 ticks
from the best opposite side. The average cumulative depth Bi

k,t is thus the
quantity available in the order book for stock k in the price range {b(t) +
1, . . . , b(t) + i} (in ticks) for ask limit orders, or in the price range {a(t) −
i, . . . , a(t) − 1} for bid limit orders, averaged over time during interval t. For
i lower or equal to 10, our data is always complete since the first ten limits
are available. For larger i however, we may not have the full data: B10+j

k,t is
not exact if the spread reaches a level lower or equal to j ticks during interval
t. Hence i is lower or equal to 10 in the following empirical analysis. Figure
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Figure 5: Mean scaled shapes of the cumulative order book up to 10 ticks away
from the opposite best price for the 14 stocks studied.

5.2 plots the empirical average shapes B
i

k =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

Bi
k,t (arbitrarily scaled to

B
10

k = 1 for easier comparison).
Following our theoretical results from the previous sections, we investigate

the influence of the number of limit orders Nλ
k,t and their average size V λ

k,t on
the depth on the order book at the first limits. The theoretical insight of the
previous section gives a negative relationship with the number of limit orders
and a positive relationship with the size of these orders, all others things being
equal, i.e. the global market activity being held constant. A fairly natural proxy
for the market activity is the traded volume (transactions) per period. The total
volume of market orders submitted during interval t for the stock k is Nµ

k,tV
µ
k,t.

We may also consider the total volume of incoming orders Nλ
k,tV

λ
k,t.

Therefore, we have the following regression model for some book depth Bk,t:

Bk,t = β1N
λ
k,t + β2V

λ
k,t + β3N

λ
k,tV

λ
k,t + β4N

µ
k,tV

µ
k,t + ǫk,t. (32)

We test this regression using Bk,t = B5
k,t (cumulative depth up to 5 ticks away

from the best opposite price), then using Bk,t = B10
k,t (cumulative depth up to

10 ticks away from the best opposite price) and finally using Bk,t = B10
k,t −
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B5
k,t (cumulative volume between 6 and 10 ticks away from the best opposite

price). For each of these three models, we provide results with or without
the interaction term Nλ

k,tV
λ
k,t. All models are estimated as panel regression

models with fixed effects, i.e. the error term ǫk,t is the sum of a non-random
stock specific component δk (fixed effect) and a random component ηk,t. While
the regression coefficients are stock-independent, the variables δk translate the
idiosyncratic characteristics of each stock. Results are given in table 2.

These empirical results are in accordance with both previous empirical ob-
servations and the new insights from the previous sections. First of all, we
observe a globally positive relationship linking the cumulative order book depth
(up to 5 or 10 ticks away from the opposite best price) and the global market
activity. If the global market activity is only represented by the transactions
Nµ

k,tV
µ
k,t, then there is indeed a positive relationship between the depth of the

order book and Nµ
k,tV

µ
k,t. This is in accordance with existing financial observa-

tions, since it is known that high market activity tends to ”tighten” the spread
and increase the volumes available around the spread. Such a phenomenon is
for example observed in Næs & Skjeltorp (2006), where a positive relationship
between the number of trades and the order book slope of the first 5 limits of
the order book is exhibited. This situation is however somewhat paradoxical,
since market orders should mechanically reduce the depth of the order book at
the first limits. Our empirical results clear the apparent paradox of the standard
observations: if the volumes of both market and limit orders are included in the
model, then we observe that this positive effect of market activity is in fact due
to the volume of submitted limit orders Nλ

k,tV
λ
k,t, while the effect of the market

orders Nµ
k,tV

µ
k,t is actually negative (but with a smaller amplitude), as expected.

Another important comment deals with the significance of the relationship be-
tween global market activity and order book depth. It is also observed on table
2 that this relationship is not significant anymore if we take only the ”furthest”
limits, i.e. the limits between 6 and 10 ticks away from the best price. It is very
interesting to remark that Næs & Skjeltorp (2006) also find that this positive
relation between order book depth and market activity is much stronger closer
to the spread, and then decresases when taking into account further limits.

A second series of results deals with the coefficients of the terms Nλ
k,t and

V λ
k,t separately. There is indeed a positive relationship between the order book

depth and the average size of limit orders V λ
k,t, but a negative relationship

between the order book depth and the number of limit orders Nλ
k,t. Note also

that the estimated β’s for these two quantities are all significant to the 0.1%
level without the interaction term Nλ

k,tV
λ
k,t or 2% (at worst) with this term.

The first fact seems very intuitive: the larger the arriving orders, the deeper
the order book. The second one is not as intuitive: at first glance, the more
arriving limit orders, the deeper should be the order book. All others things
being equal, it thus appears we have identified the effect we’ve just described
using the theoretical model of section 4: for a given total volume of arriving limit
and market orders Nλ

k,tV
λ
k,t and Nµ

k,tV
µ
k,t, the relative size of the limit orders has

a strong influence on the average shape of the order book. The average shape
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B5

k,t Without Nλ
k,tV

λ
k,t With Nλ

k,tV
λ
k,t

Variables Est. Std Err. t-value p-value Sig. Est. Std Err. t-value p-value Sig.

Nλ
k,t -0.24455434 0.02008400 -12.177 < 2.2e-16 *** -8.6511e-02 3.6046e-02 -2.4000 0.01643 *

V λ
k,t 8.70817318 0.75084050 11.598 < 2.2e-16 *** 1.0374e+01 8.1288e-01 12.7622 < 2.2e-16 ***

Nλ
k,tV

λ
k,t — — — — — 1.0794e-02 8.7448e-04 12.3430 < 2.2e-16 ***

N
µ
k,t

V
µ
k,t

0.00882725 0.00079296 11.132 < 2.2e-16 *** -4.8483e-04 9.1924e-05 -5.2743 1.384e-07 ***

R2 0.079275 0.083945
F -statistic 156.617 *** 124.994 ***

B10

k,t Without Nλ
k,tV

λ
k,t With Nλ

k,tV
λ
k,t

Variables Est. Std Err. t-value p-value Sig. Est. Std Err. t-value p-value Sig.

Nλ
k,t -0.4576647 0.0439167 -10.4212 < 2.2e-16 *** -0.25599592 0.07895182 -3.2424 0.001192 **

V λ
k,t 39.4968315 1.6418268 24.0566 < 2.2e-16 *** 41.62260408 1.78046702 23.3774 < 2.2e-16 ***

Nλ
k,tV

λ
k,t — — — — — 0.01222198 0.00191540 6.3809 1.906e-10 ***

N
µ

k,t
V

µ

k,t
0.0097127 0.0017339 5.6016 2.228e-08 *** -0.00061866 0.00020134 -3.0727 0.002132 **

R2 0.14202 0.1435
F -statistic 301.1 < 2.2e-16 *** 228.534 < 2.2e-16 ***

B10

k,t − B5

k,t Without Nλ
k,tV

λ
k,t With Nλ

k,tV
λ
k,t

Variables Est. Std Err. t-value p-value Sig. Est. Std Err. t-value p-value Sig.

Nλ
k,t -0.21311036 0.02995514 -7.1143 1.27e-12 *** -0.16948494 0.05389411 -3.1448 0.001671 **

V λ
k,t 30.78865834 1.11987302 27.4930 < 2.2e-16 *** 31.24851002 1.21538277 25.7108 < 2.2e-16 ***

Nλ
k,tV

λ
k,t — — — — — 0.00142825 0.00130749 1.0924 0.274723

N
µ
k,t

V
µ
k,t

0.00088543 0.00118269 0.7487 0.4541 -0.00013383 0.00013744 -0.9737 0.330234

R2 0.14925 0.1435
F -statistic 318.743 < 2.2e-16 *** 239.292 < 2.2e-16 ***

Table 2: Panel regression results for the models defined in equation (32), for Bk,t = B5
k,t (top panel), Bk,t = B10

k,t (middle

panel) and Bk,t = B10
k,t −B5

k,t (lower panel). In all case, data has 14 stocks and T = 391 time intervals, i.e. 5474 points.
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of the order book is deeper when a few large limit orders are submitted, than
when many small limit orders are submitted.

6 Conclusion

We have introduced in this paper a simple order book model based on classic
results from queueing theory. We have provided a continuous version of the
model and shown that it provides an analytical formula for the shape of the
order book that reproduces results from acknowledged numerical and empirical
studies. We then have extended the model to allow for the limit orders to
be submitted with random sizes. The extended model provides hints on the
influence of the size of limit orders in an order book. We have confirmed these
hints empirically by a study on liquid stocks traded on the Paris Stock Exchange.

We hope this theoretical and empirical study will encourage the use of queue-
ing theory results in the field of order book modelling. We are confident that
more results should follow using similar techniques.
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